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OHAI'T-^i I

THE PHOBLiiM AHD D3SFINITICS3 OP TEHM3 USED

strength Is an important aspect of physical fitness

and physical fitness is an important national ooncernt

There is considerable emphasis today on how to raise the

physical fitness of our nation's youth, strength can he

increased only by overloading the muscle* X'he ma;}ority of

claims on how much strength has been increased have been

done on the college level.

I, THl PROBLiJJI

otateacat of the problem , ihia study has been made

(1) to observe the effects of isometric contractile work on

strength of students of high school age; (2) to compare the

results of isometric and isotonic contractions on the same

age group; (3) to stress the resxilts on an individual

basis as well as on a group basis; and (4) to show the

effects of isometric and isotonic contractions in certain

areas of physical fitness.

Importance of the study . 3trength is a very impor-

tant part of physical fitness. Physical fitness depends on

strength in three important areas; (1) muscular strength;

(2) muscular endurance; and (3) muscular power. In this
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study the iaveatibGtor lias tried to find out how isometric

contractions and isotonic contractions affect the gain of

strength. The study attenpted to shov; the effect of body

development from employing these types of contractions.

large amount of material has heen written claiming that o&«

type of contraction is superior to the other in gaining

strength. iTie purpose of this study was to attempt to show

the best type of work for high school physical education

programs in developing strength, Jroups were set up to

tost the different types of contractile work and their

effects on strength, iome authors have discussed this

point at length and indicated the difficulty one has in

comparing the results of isometric and isotonic contractile

work. The writer attempted to keep this in mind when com->

paring results that were attained.

II. DLFim.TlQm OF TEMo U3SD

Jtreni<th . Ihe ability of a muscle to work against

resistance depends on the amount of muscular force which

can be exerted. This depends upon: (1) the size of the

muscles} (2) the proportion of the constituent fibers

engaged in the action} (3) the coordination of the muscle

groups} (4) the physical condition of the muscles} and



(5) the mechanical advantage of the levers eaployed.

lower . This is the product of speed and force of a

muscle. Muscular power would he the ahility of a muscle

group to release maximal power in a short period of time.

If the speed factor was to he taken awaj then power and

strength would be synonymous*

Kuscular i:.ndurance . This is the ahility to continue

a muscular contraction at a sub-maximal magnitude.

Isometric Contraction . There is said to be an Iso-

metric contraction when the length of the muscle does not

change. Iliysical educators in the past have used the term

"dynamic" but this term is seldom used any more. At the

start of an isometric contraction there is a short move-

ment of the muscle; however this small movement is accepted

as there is no movement of the skeletal part of the body.

Isotonic Contraction , .^^en the muscle shortens and

the load remains the same this is known as an isotonic con-

traction, i^he following misnomer is used in order to avoid

many cumbersome terms, when a contracting muscle lengthens

this state is referred to as eccentric contraction; whereas

Laurence i-. Morehouse and ..ufjuatus I. Miller,
Physiol OF:y of : xercise (Jt. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Company,
1953; » p. 20y.
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a conventional contraction swy be called concentric.



OHAPTiia II

SECiSHT MATESIAL WRITTEII ON

IciOMSElIC COITDEACTIOHS

The iBoat loportant aspect of muscle training is to

understand the moveioent involved and the muscles which con-

tribute to this aoveaent. % using this philosophy a con-

ditioning program can he set up intelligently.

Recent work by physiologists have shown that the

size of a muscle is determined by the amount of cytoplasm

in each cell. The core work a cell is required to perform*

the more cytoplasiB is stored there by nature* A cell is

limited as to size, so instead of having one large cell

filled with cytoplasm, nature distributes it's fuel supply

over a greater number of cells thus spreading its potential

power over a larger area. This means then that a thin per-

son has fewer cells filled with cytoplasm while an active

athlete, one who exercises constantly, will have much more

cytoplasm distributed over a greater number of cells* This

can be more clearly illustrated by the person who has a

limb in a slint:; or a cast. The limb will decrease in size.

This is due to a loss in cytoplasm not a loss in cells of

2
the muscle.

2
"^Joseph Goldenberg, "Improved Athletic lerformance

thru ieights," Physical lower . IV (March-April, 1^63), pp. 16.
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In athletic training there has been for many years

the misconception that large suacles will hinder movement*

To disprove this idea the following evidence should be con-

sidered. The muscles are solely responsible for every

movement of our body. Movement is determined by how power-

ful the muscles are during oontraotlon and relaxation*

If we put together, in proper sequence a series of
muscle contractions and relaxations, all in their proper
sequence, a series of muscle contractions and relaxa-
tions, ail in their proper degrees, you will have a
perfect foul shot in basketball. If on the other hand,
one small group of muscles does not perform properly,
in relation to the others, then the foul shot is
missed*

3

Athletes should exercise all muscle groups during

weight training* This will develop all muscles, thus rais-

ing performance. Picking up ten pounds is certainly easier

than one hundred pounds. This is why a powerfully devel-

oped group of muscles will give a person superior perfor-

mance with leas effort and fatigue.

am OEYELOPHEITT OP 3TH3NGTH

The primary purpose of weight training should then

be to increase or maintain a predetermined amount of

strength. Today there are two general classifications of

weight training, lliese two types of training are isotonic

^Ibid., p. 17.
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and laosetric* Isotonic training is employed by using s<mm

sort of resistance usually weights.

During tbls report considerable attention was given

to isometric contractile work. Muller stated muscular

strength and fiber laass are strictly correlated, and that

to keep up an unnecessarily large muscle mass is costly in

witabolism and circulatory effect. The strength of a mus-

cle is adapted to needs by muscular growth. The stimulus

for increase in muscle strength is not fatigue, but the

force exerted during the Job. When this force exceeds a

third of maximum strength, the maximum speed of increase in

strength is reached with one single short duration static

contraction per day. strength is lost at the same rate as

it is gained.

Further inTestigation has shown that muscle strength

increases aorfc rapidly by increasing the intensity of train-

ing load up to about two-thirds of maximal strength. Beyond

this, increase in training load has no further effect* At

this amount of tension, capillaries of the muscle are coo-

pressed and oxygen supply becomes inadequate. This oxygen

deficit is an important factor in the acquisition of

4
Th. Hettinger and i^. A. Muller, '*Die Bedeutung des

Trainings verlaufs fur die Trainings Festigkeit von lluskelu,"
^rbeitspbysiolORie , Ixi. 15:452-458. (Translated by John D.
Lawther.

)
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muscular strength.^

Isometric contractile work is amazing when compared

with weight training. ^ person doing isometric work ooxild

get a complete body workout in five minutes? with weights

the workout period may last one or two hours. Karpovich

asserted, however, that although a weight lifting session

may last from one to two hours, the time actually spent

lifting may be only two to six minutes. Thus Muller's

report and Karpovich* s would be almost identical in terms

of time spent for the isometric and isotonic contractions*

These two studies, did not attempt to determine which

of the two training programs, isotonic or isometric, was

better for developizig muscular strength. ^^Imost all coaches

have accepted the value of the weight training program,

which involves isotonic muscular contractions, as benefi-

cial and necessary for strength development.

One investigation attempted to deteiiaine the rela-

tive effectiveness of the two types of training in the pro-

duction of strength and muscle girth. One method used

5
•^(j» L. liarick and G. J. Larsen, "Observations of

Frequency and Intensity of Isometric Muscular .effort in
Developing itatic Muscular strength in lost-lnbesoent Hales,"
Research uarterly . 1^.11 (October, 1958), pp. 452-^58.

.r,v4, ^^;*Jf*
V. Karpovich, ihyslology of Huscular Activity

(Philadelphia: J, B. Saunders, 1959^ p. IJl
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isometric contractions and the other isotonic contractions.

The findings showed that each group gained significantly

7
in strength, ^oth groups gained in muscle girth*' 3oBe

investigations have showed a positive gain for both groups

with a slightly higher group gain for the ones using both

isometric and isotonic exercises together*

7
Vitan Bumham, "The Value of Combined Isometric and

Isotonic i:<xercise," Ihysioal lower . V (Ilay-June, 1965,
pp* 14-15.



(SUPfl^ III

TESTS USED AHD THE ANALISIS OF THE RESULTS

The boys pfagrsical education classes of idlley Ooimty

High ;^hool were iised in an investigation to detei^mine the

effects of isometric and isotonic work on different areas

of strength and body development. Two classes were used

the fall semester of 1962. One class was used during the

spring seaotter of 1963* ilie fall semester class consisted

of one freshman group containing twenty boys. X'he other

fall class consisted of seventeen junior and senior boys*

The spring class consisted of eighteen sophomore boys. <i.ll

groups were a combination of athletes and non-athletes*

Boys participating in athletics were divided into each

group as evenly as possible*

hAGh boy did his particular work out five days a

week six minutes a day for a period of eight weeks. The boys

were tested at the beginning of the eight week period and

at the ezKl of the eight weeks. The scores were recorded at

the start and the end of the eight week period*

A recent investigation by Lorback attempted to deter-

mine the relative effectiveness of two types of training in

the production of strength and muscle girth. One group used

isometric exercises and the other group used isotonic

exercises*
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Both groups gained significantly in strength, indi-

cating that both training prograras were effective for
dsveloping strength of the muscle groups involved.

Both groups gained significantly in muscle girth*

Group B, utilizing the two-thirds laaxiiaua contrac-
tion method for six seconds per training poriod, gained
a significantly greater amount of strength than did
Group A in the muscle gsroups involved in knee flexion.
Otherwise the two methods of strength training were
approximately equal in effectiveness.

There was no significant difference between Groups
A and B in girth of any of the muscle groups measured
in the final test.o

This study thus used the following different group-

ings. The freshman group was divided into two groups each

group containing ten boys. One group did isometric work

only. The second group combined both isometric and iso-

tonic and isotonic exercises. The seniors were left as one

group of seventeen boys and did only isometric work. The

sophomore class was divided into three groups of six boys

each* The first group did isometric work only and the

seeoad group did a combined group of exercises of isometric

and isotonic. The third group did isotonic work only.

One other recent research has been published on the

value of combined isometric exercise. Its purpose and con-

clusions weret

It was the purpose of this study to determine the

Hugh Thompson, "Weight Training VJ Isometric Train-
ing* " Scholastic Coach . XXXII (October, 1362), pp. 44-45,
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effect upon performance of strength and endurance
gained through isometric-isotonic methods as compared
to stren(7th and endurance gained through isometric
methods alone.

Both the experimental group which trained isometric-
ally-isotonically and the control group which trained
isoaetrically made significant gains on all measures

t

however the data aa revealed by this investigation
indicates that the experimental group made greater
improvements on the bench press andqpush up tests

»

both of which are dynamic measures. "^

The units of improvement for the testing program

were determined by each pound gained and each chin up gained

and each inch gained* These gains were given one credit

for each unit. Hie clean and press was executed only twice

during the eight weeks period. This was done at the start

of the eight weeks and at the finish* This was done so that

skill would not enter into the results. The students were

not allowed to bend their knees after the bar was raised

to the chest position. For the standing broad ;}ump only six

^Jumps were allowed during the eight week period. Three at

the start and tiiree at the finish. Chin ups were done with

the palms in the foreward position. ^ helper was used to

keep the student from swinging. Credit for a chin up was

not given unless the student completely straightened his arm

at the elbow.

9
''jtan Bumham, "The Value of Combined Isometric and

Isotonic i^ercisej The Overload," (Kay-«une, 1962),
pp. 14-15.
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The first table ahowa the effects of isometric exer->

oiae upon the freahiaan group in the areas of clean and

press, standing broad jump, and chin ups.

Table 1. The effects of isometric exercise upon freshman
boys.

Group 1

! Clesoi and
ire38

Ist 2nd

standing Broad
Jump

1st 2nd

;hin up8

let 2nd

Units of

Improrement

No. 1 80 90 6' 11" 7*0" 6 9 14

No. 2 65 60 5 5 5 2 4 22

Ho. 3 100 110 6 4 6 6 10 11 15

No. 4 50 60 4 11 4 11 1 11

So. 5 105 115 6 11 7 5 11 12 15

Ho. 6 75 85 5 1 6 5 2 4 28

No. 7 95 95 5 1 6 6 2 5 22

No. 8 85 95 5 10 5 10 1 2 11

iio. 9 65 75 5 11 6 2 2 11

No. 10 60 70 4 2 4 3

Total

11

158

Table one shows that one out of ten participants

failed to increase in the clean and press.

Eight out of the ton increased ten units in the clean

and pressf one boy gaining fifteen units, and one boy fail-

ing to gain ft single unit. This shows substantial gain in

the deltoid muscles, upper pectoralia major, and the



triceps. This gives a total group gain of ninety-five units

in the clean and press. This was a group gain of twelve

per cent.

The standing broad ;}uap and chin ups were used so

that comparisons could be made on how these types of exer-

cises help in improving physical fitness. There was a

group gain of forty-seven units in the standing broad Jump,

and fourteen units in the chin ups. The chin ups wez«

improved on a group basis by thirty-eight per cent*

Table two shows the effects of combined isometrics

and isotonic exercise upon the clean and press, standing

broad ;}ump, and the chin ups*

Table two shows that ten out of ten boys made improve-

Bent in the clean and press. Seven out of ten increased ten

xmits, one boy gaining five units, one fifteen units, and

one twenty units. This was a group gain of one hundred and

ten units. This is a percentage increase of thirteen per

cent.

The standing broad Jump scores were increased sixty-

nine units with ten out of ten boys showing improvement.

The chin ups were improved by sixteen units with nine

out of ten boys showing improvement. The percentage increase

being thirty per cent.

Table three shows the effect of isometrics upon

freshman boys in the areas of forearm girth, biceps girth.
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weight, and chest girth.

Table 2. The effects of combined isometric and isotonic
exercise upon freshman boys.

; Glean and
;

3S ,

m

jtanlins Broad)
Jiimp

j
Chin Ups

}

I

1 Units of
* ImprovementGroup 2

;
1st 2nd :

*
Ist 2nd

;

1st 2nd

Mo. 1 90 100 6' 11" 7'5- 7 10 19

No. 2 75 85 4 6 5 11 2 4 29

No. 5 105 115 5 5 5 11 7 8 15

IJo. 4 75 85 5 2 5 11 4 6 21

IJo. 5 50 65 5 7 5 11 5 8 22

No. 6 100 110 6 5 6 7 8 10 14

I?o. 7 100 120 6 8 6 10 5 6 23

No. 8 100 110 4 8 5 8 1 25

llo, 9 85 85 4 2 5 1 1 15

No. 10 65 1"^ 6 5 6 8 7 8 13

Total 19^

The results of table three show that nine out of ten

of the group increased the size of their fore&ro. Five out

of ten showed an increase of one-quarter of an inch, two

had an increase of one-half inch, and two had an increase

of three-quarters of an inch. This made a total increase

of three and three-quarter units.

The region of the biceps and triceps showed a gain
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by nine out of ten of the particlpoata. i'oiir hoya gained

one-half an Inch, three gained one-quarter of an inch, one

gained three-quarters of an inch) and one gained one Inch.

This 22iade a group gain of four and one-half units*

Table 3» ^« effects of Isometric exercise upon muscle
girth of freshman boys.

•ioreara
J

\
Girth

;

Biceps !

Girth
:
«

•

Weight ! Chest

•
*

1
Units of

: Improvenent
•

Group i;ist 2nd:
t

1st 2nd:
•

1st 2ndj 1st 2nd

Ho. 1 % 10 11 UK 121 123 37 38 4)4

iro. 2 8> 9)4 10 10)4 103 105 51J4 5a* 3.^

No. 3 ^i 10)4 11/. 12 138 138 35 37 5)4

No. 4 9^ 10 10>4 1054 120 118 3^4 34 H

No. 5 IC^i 11 12?t 13 148 150 38 38 ^A

Ho. 6 10/* 10J4 12 12 145 149 34 35 5)4

No. 7 lOK 11)6 11 11)4 145 145 36 36>i 1>4

No. 8 10)4 10)i 1^4 12K 145 148 36 36 3)4

No. 9 ^ 10)4 UK 12 125 130 54)4 35?4 ^
No. 10 10)4 11 12 13 163 175 38)4 40 14i4

Total 36)4

-iight out of ten boys made a gain in weight during

the eight weeks period. The total group gain wais seven-

teen units.

'rhe cheat region made a gain by eight of the ten
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members of the group. Two members gained two inches, two

gained one and three-quarters inches, two gained one inch,

one gained a half inch and, one gained one-quarter of an

inch* This made a gzroup gain of ten and one-quarter units*

Table four shows the effects of combined isometrics

and isotonics upon the areas of forearm girth, biceps

girth I nceight and chest girth*

[Table 4. The effects of combined isometric and isotoziic
exercise upon freshman boys*

•i'orearni

\
Girth

Biceps * * Chest *

Girth : Weight ! Girth
* i

I
Units of

Group 2! 1st 2nd* Ist 2nd: 1st 2nd; 1st 2nd t Improvement

No. 1 10 10 11 UK 126 137 57/* 58}i 12)4

No* 2 10 10)4 11 11 120 126 54}6 35Ji 7A

No* 3 llA 11 12y^ I2yi 155 1^ 55)^ 56 9^

Ho. 4 9A ^11 lU 125 126 5^)4 55 2J6

No, 5 9K 9>^ 9% 9)=^ 105 105 5IK 52^ 1?^

xNo. 6 1054 12 15 14 150 154 57)4 59>4 8)4

No. 7 10 11 12 12)4 150 155 56 58 6)4

Ho. 8 10)4 11)4 12)C 15>C 176 182 5^ ^)4 ^
No. 9 11)4 12 15)4 15K 149 152 40 40 5^

No* 10 ^ 10)4 ll>i 12 125 150 5^ 5(^ 8

Total 70)4
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Fxroa table four group two had a gain bj seran out of

the ten oembero in forearm girth. Hiree members gained one-

quarter of an inch, two gained one inch, one gained three-

quarters of an inch, one gained a half inch and, one lost

a quarter of an inch* -^lie total group gain was four units.

The biceps and triceps region showed a gain by eight

out of ten members of group two. Three gained one-quarter

of an inch, two gaii^d one inch, two one-half inch, and one

gained three-quarters of an inch. This made a group gain

of four and one-half units.

Group two showed a tremendous gain in weight* Xhe

group gained fifty-three pounds.

!rhe units of improvement were determined by each

quarter of an inch gained in girth and each pound gained in

weight. The measuring of girth of the forearm was done Just

below the elbow ;}oint at the largest part with the muscle

contracted. The biceps was measured with the muscle con-

tracted at the area of biggest circumference, rhe chest

vas measured Just under the arm pits with the muscle*

relaxed. The weight was recorded by using the school scales.

Table five shows the effects of isometric exercise

upon Junior and senior high school students in the areas of

clean and press, standing broad Jump, and chin ups.
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Table ^, The effects
high school

of Isometric 3 on Junior and senior
boys.

Group 1

Glean and
*

ireSB

1st 2nd

standing Broad
C\mp

lat 2nd

Chin Ups ;

;
Units of

Ist 2nd 'Improvement

No. 1 185 210 6«4* 7.7H 6 8 50

No. 2 175 185 4 1 4 10 2 21

No. 5 160 165 7 8 8 7 7 11 20

No. 4 120 125 6 8 6 11 10 8 6

Ho. 5 115 125 6 11 7 2 11 12 14

No. 6 110 125 6 7 9 12 20

Ho. 7 125 150 7 7 7 11 11 12 10

No. 8 165 175 6 5 7 11 6 9 55

Ho. 9 160 165 6 2 7 5 6 10 22

Ho. 10 95 105 6 6 4 4 6 16

Ho. 11 155 140 7 5 7 4 7 9 8

Ho. 12 95 95 5 8 6 6 5 7 12

Ho. 15 115 1?0 7 1 7 8 11 12 13

Ho. 14 110 115 7 2 7 6 7 9 11

Ho. 15 115 150 6 4 6 5 8 9 17

No. 16 125 150 6 7 4 4 7 24

Ho. 17 100 105 6 8 7 1 8 9

Total

11

288

Seventeen out of seventeen boys made an increase in

the clean and press. Nine boys showed an increase of five



pounds* four an increase of ten pounds » two had an increass

of fifteen pounds and, one had an increase of twentj-five

pounds. Phe significant thing about this increase was

that it came while football season was in progress, oome

reports have indicated that there were no increases during

football season. The group showed an increase of six per

cent.

The standing broad ;)ucxp showed a substantial gain

as seventeen out of seventeen increased their distance*

The range was from one inch to twenty inches.

The chin ups were also increased b/ sixteen out of

seventeen students. The range being from one to four. One

boy dropped froia ten to eight.

This group was measured by the saae methods as

already described for the freshman group.

Table six will show the effect of isometric training

on large muscles.

Twelve out of seventeen made a significant growth in

the foreara region iising isometric exercises, five remained

at the same level and did not regress. The greatest gain

was three-quarters of an inch. The freshman group also had

a maximum growth of three-quarters of an inch, however there

was only one that failed to make a gain in muscle girth.

The group gained six and one-half units.
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Table 6. Tbs effects of iaomotrica on muacle girtli of boya
in the junior and senior claas.

'Forearm '

: Girth

Group I'lat 2nd

Biceps
Girth

lat 2nd

.-/eisht
I

Gained :

Oho3t
Girth

Units of
lat 2nd* 1st 2nd j Improvement

No. 1 15K 14 16)4 17 215 220 45 44 114

No. 2 13 13 15 16J4 219 226 4^ 46)4 2

No. 5 11)4 IIK 12 15?^ 157 160 57 57 2

No. 4 11 11)4 1^ 15)4 154 154 57 58 K

No. 5 10 10 12 12)4 150 150 58)4 38)4 5

No. 6 11 115C 12 12Jt 160 163 5^ 40)4 5J4

No. 7 11 11 12)4 13 155 158 58 58)4 1)4

Ho. 8 12>4 15 14K 14)4 182 182 41)4 42 6

No. 9 11)4 11)4 14 14)4 170 165 40 40)4 2)4

No. 10 1<^ 11 12)4 13 155 151 58 37 ^
No. 11 10 109^ 12)4 12?^ 145 145 59 40)4 ^
Ho. 12 10 IC^ 11)4 11)4 128 130 5^ 37J4 «4

No. 15 10 10)4 12 12}4 125 125 55Ji 5^ 5)4

No. 14 10)i 11 12)4 15 151 154 55 56

No. 15 lOK 11 12)4 13 145 148 55 57 6)4

No. 16 1(^ ll>i 12)4 15)4 155 156 5W 58)4 5)4

No. 17 IC^ 11)4 12)4 12)4 170 165 57)4 58

Total

1

45)4

The biceps and triceps region showed a significant

gain with sixteen fraahman out of seventeen making a gain.



The range was from zero units gained to one and thre*-

quarters units. Xhe group gain was nine and three-quarters

units.

The weight change was positive in ten out of the

aeventeen students. Five stayed at the same level and two

lost weight. Ihe weight gains were slight with seven

pounds being the greatest.

There was considerable change in the girth of the

chest. Fifteen out of seventeen grew in girth with one

remaining stationary and» one losing in size, ilxe raiagt

was from minus one inch to plus two inches.

This study shows that students in uiley High -^chool

oan gain in muscle girth while participating in athletics.

There was a wide range of individual differences in each

area tested. The total group gain was forty-five and one-

half units. This Is a significant gain in these areas, and

it may be accomplished while the student is participating

in an athletic sport.

Table seven shows the effects of isometric exercise

upon the areas of the thigh, calf, and waistline relation-

ship to girth.

Sixteen out of seventeen gained in girth around the

thi^ of the upper leg. One lost in muscle girth. Ihe

a»a3urement in this area was very difficult. There wan a

total gain of fourteen and one-half units in this area.
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Table 7. The
the

sffecta of iao
lower body.

metric: exercise upon areas of

1 Thigh Girth ! Calf Girth ! Uaistline !
• • Units of

ImprovementGroup 1 1 1st 2nd : ist 2nd : 1st
•

2nd !
*

No. 1 25^" 24)4" 16)4" 17" 58)4" 58)4" 1)4

No. 2 24 24)4 i;^ 18 41 41)4 1

Ho, 3 19 20 14 14?4 30)4 31 2)i

Ko. ^ 19)4 20 15 15)4 29)4 31)4 ^
Ho. 5 18H 19 13 13)4 30 30 1

no, 6 19)4 20^ 14)4 14)4 51 51 1)4

No. 7 18)4 20 13)4 15J4 28 28)4 2

No. 8 22 24 15 15 31)4 32 2)4

no, 9 22)4 23>4 16)4 15)4 33 32)4 ^

No. 10 19?i 20)4 14)4 14)4 50)4 51 1)4

No. 11 19)^ 21 14)4 14)4 30)4 31 2)4

No. 12 16)4 18 13 13 28)4 29 2)4

No. 15 19 18)4 15)4 13)4 27¥^ 28)4 )4

No. 14 18)4 19 14)4 14)4 30)4 31 1

No. 15 1% 20 14^ 14)4 2754 29 1)4

No, 16 20 21 15 15 28)4 27 J4

No. 17 16)4 18)4 134 13 25 24)4 1)4

Total 18)4

Five out of seventeen showed improvement in the calf

of the lower leg. Ten did not change during the eight week
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period and two lost in auscle girth.

l:.l«ven out o£ seventeen sade an Increase around the

waistline, three made no change and three lost In size.

Table eight shows the effects of Isoaetrlc exercise

on sophomore boys In the areas of physical fitness.

Table 8* The effects of Isometric exercise upon areas of
physical fitness.

Group 1

J I
Standing

\ }
: Broad

Chin Upa; Push Ups* Jump ] Jet Ups J

1st 2nd: Ist 2nd; 1st 2nd
Units of

1st 2nd 'Improvement

No. 1 10 13 25 55

No. 2 1 3 15 18

No. 5 4 10 7 21

No. 4 8 8 22 27

No. 5 5 9 17 24

No. 6 7 11 12 50

7 '5" 7* 10" 51 100

6 6 2 35 100

5 8 6 30 75

7 5 7 3 100 110

7 7 1 100 120

7 9 8 5 100 130

68

72

69

15

28

58

Total 510

Group one made an Increase of nineteen units In the

chin ups. There was an increase by five out of the six

boys. Uhe range was from sero to four. Phis was a algnl-

fleant Increase in this event.

Group one Bade an Increase of forty-eight units.

The range was from three to eighteen, oix out of six made

iaprovement. The push ups were done in pairs. One boy
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assumed a push up position and the other boy placed his hand

flat on the floor under the chest of his partner. One push

up was given when the student extended his arms, and then

returned to the floor close enough to touch his partner's

hand.

The standing broad Jump had a group increase of

twenty units. The range was from zero to seven units. Five

out of six had an increase with one staying at the same

level*

Get ups were increased by six out of six of the par-

ticipants, rhe range of increase was from ten to forty-

nine. Group one had a total group increase of three hun-

dred and ten units*

Table nine shows the effects of combined isoa^tric

and isotonic exercise on areas of physical fitness*

Group two made an increase of sixteen units in the

chin ups. fhe range of increase was from one to four with

six out of six making a gain.

The push ups were increased by sixty-one units for

the group* The range of increase was from three to twenty-

three. This was a substantial increase, -^ix out of six

showed an increase.

The standing broad Jump group had an increase of

forty-nine units* Five out of six made an increase. Ihe

range of increase was from zero to twenty-three units*
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Table 9* The effects of combined Isometric and iootonlc
exercise on areas of physical fitness.

*
, ' .itanding

;

• Broad
J Chin Upal Push Up si Jump ! 3et Upa

Group ajlst 2nd; 1st 2nd! 1st 2nd 'ist 2nd
Units of
Improveiaent

No, 1 2 5 21 24

iTo. 2 15 16 30 41

No. 3 5 6 15 22

No. 4 4 6 7 14

No. 5 4 8 17 40

No. 6 8 11 15 25

5*9" 6'0" 100 115

7 7 3 100 150

7 8 7 8 51 100

5 3 7 2 20 60

5 11 7 1 100 110

7 17 7 80 105

24

65

59

72

51

42

Total 315

The set ups were increased by six out of six par-

tioipants. The range of increase was from ten to fifty.

Table ten shows the effects of isotonic exercise

upon the sophomore boys in the areas of physical fitness.

Group three had an increase in the chin up area of

fifteen imits. -iix out of six made an increase. The range

was from one to four.

Push ups were increased by forty-six units with six

out of six showing an increase. The range of increase was

from two to fourteen units*

The standing broad jiimp increased by thirty-six units.

An increase was made by five out of six of the participants.
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The range of Inoreast was from zero to fourtaen unite.

Table 10. Tbe effects of laotonio exercise on areas of
physical fitness.

: ; : standing
J

: • Broad
Johin Upsj lush Upaj Jump

Group 5 list 2nd! 1st 2nd! la* 2nd

^et Ups
Units of

1st 2nd ! larprovement

No. 1 5 7 15 24 7»zj." nin» 100 120 36

Ko. 2 5 4 17 26 5 6 4 39 100 85

No. 3 8 12 25 38 7 10 7 10 100 130 47

Ko. 4 7 9 30 34 7 7 6 100 115 27

No. 5 4 7 18 22 5 11 6 4 100 118 40

Ko. 6 3 4 12 14 5 5 5 6 65 90

Total

59

294

The total group gain was two hundred and ninety-four

units.

Table eleven shows the effects of isometric exercise

upon the clean and press, hand dynaaooeter, for the right

and left hands.

Group nuaber one made an increase of ninety-five

units in the clean and press. This was a sixteen per cent

increase. The range of increase was from five to twenty-

five units.

On the hand dynamooeter the right hand of group num-

ber one had am increase of thirty-seven units. The range of
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izicreaae v&b froa zero to ten units, i-lie left hand had an

increase of forty-eight units. Xlie range or increase being

from five to twenty units.

Table 11. The effects of isometric exercise upon areas of
strength of the upper body.

• •
• •

! Clean and
*

J

i ress
1

Hand
Pynamoaeter;
laght Hand

;

Hand
il^ynamometer
Left Hand

:

{

«
•

-^ TTn4 •a /->•#*

Group 1 :i»t 2nd :
•

Ist 2nd
!
•

1st 2nd
" UlliXiS 01
Improvement

lio. 1 70 85 108 110 100 110 27

Ho. 2 80 95 150 150 110 130 25

No. 3 85 105 110 120 95 100 35

No. 4 110 115 105 110 95 100 15

i?o. 5 115 150 150 140 120 125 50

lio, 6 110 155 120 150 117 120 53

Total 165

Table twelve shows the effects of combined isometric

and isotonic exercise upon the clean and press and the hand

dynamometer.

Group number two had an increase of one himdred and

twenty units. The range was from ten units to thirty units.

The total increase was twenty per cent. The total group

gain was one hundred and eighty-five units.

The right hand of group number two had an increase

of forty-five units. The range of increase was from five
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to ten units. ^Ith five out of the six gaining five units.

The left hand of this group had a total gain of forty-eight

units. The range of increase heing from three to twenty

units. Ihe total group gain was two hundred and thirteen

units.

Table 12. The effects of combined isometric and isotonic
exercise upon areas of strength of the upper
body.

; ;
aand

'Clean and I^ynanoaeter

J
Fv9a \ xdght Hand

Group 5 !lat 2nd .* 1st 2nd

aand *

Pynaaoneter
Left Hand

Units of
1st 2nd * Improvement

liO, 1 105 130 100 115 90 110 60

No. 2 105 125 110 115 102 105 28

Ho. 3 95 125 130 135 115 120 40

No. 4 100 115 120 130 125 130 30

KO, 5 75 95 105 110 90 100 55

No. 6 105 115 115 120 105 110

Total

20

213

Table thirteen shows the effects of isotonic exer-

cise upon the upper body and the hand and forearm.

Group three had an increase of ninety-five units in

the clean and press. This was a fifteen per oent lnoreaa««

The range of increase being from ten to twenty units.

The right hand of group nuaber three had an increase
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of forty units. The raage of Increase was from five to ten

units. The left hand had an increase of thirty units. One

person lost ten units, two remained the same and three

showed a positive increase. The total increase of this

group was one hundred and sixty«>fiv6 units.

Table 13. The effects of isotonic exercise upon areas of
the upper body.

' Glean and ',

J
iress ' ilight Hand

:
Left Hand

* Units of
ImprovementGroup 3 : 1st

•
2nd

:

• 1st 2nd l3t 2nd

Ho. 1 95 115 100 110 120 100 10

I?o. 2 65 85 110 115 100 110 35

No. 3 140 150 105 110 150 130 15

i^O. 4 135 145 130 135 120 120 15

No. 5 85 105 100 110 100 105 55

No. 6 90 105 90 95 95 110

Total

35

165

Table fourteen shows the effects of isometrics upon

the areas of biceps, forearm, chest, and neck in relation

to girth.

Group number one made an increase of two and one-half

units in the area of the biceps. The range of increase was

from one-fourth of an inch to three-quarters of an inch.

The total group increase was two and one-half units.
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Table 14. The effects of isometrics upon muscle girth,

; Biceps
; Girth

Group 1 ;ist 2nd

roreara
Uirth

lat 2nd

Gheat
Girth

1st 2nd

lieck
Girth

Units of
Ist 2nd

\
Improvement

no. 1 11)6 IIH

So* 2 15>6 1^
No, 5 12)4 1^
iiO* 4 UA 11J4

Ho. 5 12 12)4

No. 6 12)6 15)4

9)4 10)6 55 55 1^ 15?^ 4)4

11 11)4 59)6 40 15 15)^ U
10)6 It^C 55 54)6 153^ 14 2^

^ 10)6 56 57 15 14 3)4

10)4 ic»4 55 57 14 15 4

10)6 11 56>6 57 15 15J4 34

Total 17a

The forearm area increased three auid one-fourth units

with the range being from one-fourth of an inch to one

inch*

The chest made an increase of seven and one-half

units. The range of increase being from one-half inch to

two inches.

The neck increased in range from one-fourth of an

inch to one inch during the eight week period. The total

group increase for the neck was four and three-fourths

units. The total increase was eighteen and one-fourth

units.

Table fifteen will show the effects of combined iso-

metric and isotonic exercise upon areas of muscle girth.
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Table 15. The effects of combined isometric and isotonic
exercise upon areas of muacle ^irth.

Group 2

Biceps '. Forearm
Girth : Girth

1st 2nd: 1st 2nd

Jhest
Jirth

Neck
Girth

•! Units of
Ist 2nd; lat 2nd; Improvement

liO, 1 14 14a 11 11 38 33)4 15 16 ^
No. 2 11;4 1^ 10 IC^ 36>i 37)4 15)4 15K 3)4

No. 3 12a i::Ja llA llji 35)4 36)4 14)4 15 3)4

No. 4 12 12)4 llA IIH 34)4 34)4 14 14 >4

No. 5 12 15 10)i 1054 36 37 14 1454 34

No. 6 lU un 10)4 10)4 34 35 14 14)4

Total

IK

14)4

Group two made an increase of four and one-fourth

units in the biceps area. I'he range of increase was from

one-fourth of an inch to one inch. The increase was posi-

tive for all the participants.

The forearm increase only one and one-half units in

group two. Three boys failed to show an increase.

The chest had an increase of fo\ir and one-half units.

The range was from zero to one inch.

The neck increased from aero to one inch with five

out of the six maicing a positive increase. The total group

increase was fourteen and on«-half units.

Table sixteen will show the effects of isotonic exer-

cise alone upon areas of muscle girth.
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Table 16. ^he effects of isotonic exercise upon areas of
sruscle girth.

oicep3
Girth

i orearm
Girth

Jhest
Girth Girth

•! Units of
Group 3 Il3t 2rid| 1st 2nd) lat 2nd* Ist 2nd * Improvement

• « • • •

No. 1 lU 11)^ 11 llA 38 39 14Ji 15.- 2

Ho. 2 12 12/i io;i 11 34 35 13>4 13J^ 2)4

No. 3 1?% 13>4 lOYz 11>6 37 37 14)4 15 29k

Ho. 4 IZA 12)6 11 ll>i 37 37)4 15)4 16 1)4

No. 5 12^ 1^ IC^ 11 36)4 37)^ 14^ 14K 1)4

KTo. 6 IVA 1114 10)4 10)4 34)4 35 14 14)i

Total

IK

11

Group three made an increase of two and one-fourth

units increase. Jix out of six made an important positive

increase. x<'our out of six made a one-quarter increase.

The forearm increased two and one-half units. The

range of increase was from zero to one inch increase.

The chest area increased three and three-fourths

iinits. The range of increase was from zero to one inch.

'i'he neck increase was a total of two units. i?'ae

range of increase was from zero to one-half of an inch.
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H^oULTa IJiD DlJCUaoIOU

Goaparin^ table one with table two shows that group

two mads the largest increase ia units gained in each of

the three areas tested. Group one gained twelve per cent

in the press with group two gainina thirteen per cent. Ihe

data thus shows that combining isometric and isotonic exer-

cise gives a greater increase in strength. The difference

is very slight and both groups did gain significantly in

strength.

The standing broad ijuap showed & significant differ-

ence as group two gained sixty-nine units while group one

gained only forty-seven units.

The chin ups gained by each group were almost the

saoa. Group one gained fourteen units and group two gained

sixteen units 5 however, the percentage increase by both

groups was the sacte at thirty-eight per cent.

The data should also be surveyed on an individual

basis. This shows that there were wide ranges of individual

development. This is especially evident in the standing

broad i)ump where the range of improvement was from zero units

to seventeen units in group one and from two units to seven-

teen units in group two.

In table three group one and table four with group

two the comparison shows that in the region of forearm girth

group two gained a total of four units and group one gained
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a total of three and three-quarters units. This is a very

alight difference and shows little or no sisnificance.

The region of the biceps and triceps snowed a group gain

of four and one-half units by both groups, fhis compares

favorably with work done on college level students in that

neither isometrics or isotonic exercise shows a greater

increase in muscle girth* i'hese results then show that

coEibining isometric and isotonic exercises does not show

a greater increase than by oust using isometrics or iso-

tonics by theaselvea.

The area of weight gained was surprising as group

two showed an increase of over three times as auoh as group

one* No other comparison was made during the research

between eombined isometrics and isotonic exexcise on weight

gain 80 no valid conclusions oan be reached other than to

say group two showed a significant increase over group one.

Ghest development was also almost equal between group

one and group two. Group one gained ten and one-quarter

units and group two gained nine units, -^^oth groups made

a substantial increase in chest growth.

Ooa^aring tables eight, nine, and ten they consist

of group one, group two, and group three respectively.

Group one had an increase of nineteen units, group two six-

teen units, and group three fifteen units, ^ai three groups

had a positive increase. Group one had a fifty-Xoui- per



cent incr«&8«, group two a forty-four per cent, and group

three a fifty-three per cent Increase. These figures oan

be aisleading because of the total number in eaoh group

involyed. MMOh neaber of the group did not increase this

amount but some oeabers made over a one hundred per cent

tsftin*

Group three made the greatest increase with a sixty-

one unit increase compared with an increase of forty-eight

units for group one, and forty-aix units for group throe*

iiere group two made a significant increase over groups one

and three.

Group two made a greater increase in the standing

broad Jump than groups one or three; however, they each

made a positive gain. Group one made an increase of two

hundred and nine units in the set ups* This was more than

group two or group three.

The data shows that each type of exercise tested

shows a positive increase. Combined isometrics and iso-

tonics tends to show a greater increase than the other two

types by themselves.

Tables eleven, twelve, and thirteen consist of groups

one, two, and three respectively. Comparing the results of

these three groups the most important results are the total

increase of tiie three asasurements. The second group made

the greatest increase with a total of two hundred and
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thirteen units. Group one had an increase of one hundred

and eighty-five units as ooapared to one hundred and sixty-

five units for group three. The total difference is not a

great difference. All three groups made a positive in-

crease. The fact is here; however, that the combining of

isometric and isotonic exercise was best for these groups

that were tested* There are wide ranges of individual

change. The wide areas of change were not ;}ust by the

athlete or non-athlete. This research has shown consis-

tently that different boys will respond to weight resistant

work differently* SoBetimes a top athlete will sake the

greatest gain and soactimes the non-athlete will respond

with greater increase. This is important and significant.

A coach caa not Just 8ub;}ectively evaluate a boy as to his

potential or his non-potential. This has been clear in

trying to evaluate boys in the Jimior high school systems*

Soattioes a boy does exceedingly well at that level of

competition and then in high school does not make the grade*

The sophomore boys had a tendency to score or make greater

individual increases than any other group tested*

This study continues to show that there is not greater

or significant difference between isometric and isotonic

training. The combination of the two types of training has

a consistent slight increase. There were several signifi-

cant increases above the expected five per cent each week
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and some below this level, '^o increase the individual must

put forth a maximum effort.



SUMMAHT AND COBfCLUSIOHS

Tills study was conducted to see if there was aoy

differeuce on high school students from isometric, isotonic,

and combined isometric and isotonic exercise. Xo see if

there were great individual differences in the different

types of exercise and to show the effects of these types

of exercise upon areas of physical fitness*

^e study was conducted to show the improvements in

strength, endurance, and muscle girth. The data that was

collected tended to show that training with any of the three

types of exercise Bade a positive increase in almost all

areas of development, rhere were cases of individuals who

did not make increases in some areas, but made good positive

increases in other areas* This shows that physical develop-

ment and strength increase is a very complicated thing.

(General statements can be made, but no definite laws can be

established to say that this is the way it will always

happen*

Combining both isometric and isotonic exercise tended

to Make a slightly better gain. The isometric group was

second and the isotonic group was third, rhis is not

unusual, but agrees with the current literature on the sub-

ject* The reason for this is that isotonic \tOT£. can not b«
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done in as short a tlae as isoBetric. This report does not

say that isoinetric or isotonic exercise surpasses the other

as an effective means of training, 'there vere times vrhen

the isotonic s^^up made larger gains, iioth ways of exer-

cise are effective means of improving strength when a set

method of training is established.

All areas of physical fitness can not be helped with

the use of a resistive type of exercise, rbere are specific

areas of the I resident's physical fitness that can be aided

as this study shows* The chin ups, set ups, and the stand-

ing broad (jixmp aLTo these areas of fitness, '-'ther areas

may be helped, but there are other activities that can be

of greater benefit.

Contrary to popular belief strength can be increased

while the student is taking part in athletic training, .^ome

reports have shown that boys retain the same strength level

instead of dropping, but the data collected by this research

shows that an increase can be made.

Muscle girth can be increased by the three methods

of training. An increase in muscle girth does not always

mean an increase in strength. Huscle girth is important

ia many sports and physical education activities.
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strength Is an important aspect of physical develop-

ment* There are two main ways to develop strength using

the resistance principle. These two oethoda are isotonic

and isometric exercise* The first part of the research

was done ;}ust to observe the effects of ieometrics and com-

bined isometrics and isotonics upon boys of high school

Age*

The data was collected by dividing the physical edu-

cation classes of liiley Oounty High Jchool into various

control groups. The boys were tested at the start of the

program, and after eight weeks of work* Athletes coa^eting

in interscholastic sports were a pazrk of the program and

were mixed equally into the various groups. Both sets of

test scores were recorded and then comparisons were made

between the two scores*

The freshman class was divided into two groups* One

group did isometric only and the other group did combined

isometric and isotonic exercise. The senior and Junior

boys were put on isometrics alone. The second semester

physical education class consisted of sophomore boys. This

class was divided into three groups. One ^^^oup of iso-

metrics, oixe group of combined isometrics and isotonics,

and one group of pure isotonics.

The resxilts showed that a positive gain can be mads

by resistive exercise whether it be isometrics, combined
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iaonetrica and isotonics, or isotonic exercise. In almost

every area of work the combined exercise group made slightly

higher scores. The isometric group was second and the iso-

tonic group third, rhis would indicate that for a group

more of an increase could be made by combining the iso~

metric and isotonic exercise*

The program was not detrimental to any of the ath-

letes, and an io^ortant aspect of the study was that ath-

letes can malce gains while competing in interscholastic

activities.

There was no evidence that any one type or s^^up

of individuals made a greater increase. In two different

groups the biggest increases were Biade by top athletes*

This is important in that it shows that by subjective aeana

alone you can not predict how a boy will react to resistive

exercise. It can be said that a positive increase can be

obtained. The amount of increase can not be pre determined.

There is a tendency for large ranges of difference between

different individuals. This was found to be true in each

type of resistive exercise.

The experiment was important to the morale of the

physical education and athletic pro-ams at Hiley County

High School. Many of the participants were astonished at

the improvement that they made.

Weight training is not the sole answer to the
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problems that confront the physical educator today, but it

is one means by which a start can be made* This study made

it clear that any boy can make vast improvement in aiaay

areas of strength and physical fitnesa by workini;,- hard for

a short period every day.


